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In this tutorial I will go over some basic environment settings in UDK that will allow you to start
customizing the look of your scenes.
UDK uses a built-in program called ‘Lightmass’ to create lightmaps with complex interactions like
area shadowing. When building a level, you will need to use the ‘Build lighting’ or ‘Build all’ buttons
to allow UDK to bake the lighting into your scene. When play testing (using the play from here
feature), you will not be able to see lights or lighting changes you have made until you build the
lighting. If you have issues with your mesh triangulation, lightmap uvset or smoothing groups, they
will often show up after you build light. This is a good way to check if your meshes are ok after
importing.

Lighting and scene overview
Create a new scene by going to File>New>Midday lighting. This will create a mostly empty scene
with a few basic things like a skybox, dominant direction light and a basic cube for us to work with.
Go to the scene browser. You can do this by going to View>Browser Windows>Scene, or choosing
the scene tab in your content browser.

The scene tab shows a list of every object in your current scene. I’ll first explain these objects before
going into details on how to change them.

1. DefaultPhysicsVolume. This actor creates the basic physics for the level, allowing the
implementation of advanced physics like fractured meshes, collision, particles, animation
driven events and kismet events
2. DominantDirectionalLight. This actor is ambient light and basically simulates sunlight.
3. ExponentialHieghtFog. This is the main type of global height fog for UDK. It creates a higher
density fog in low places of a map and less density in high places. It also provides two fog
colours and a smooth gradient between them.
4. Interpactor. This is the skydome
5. Lightmassimportancevolume. This is a volume (area) that tells UDK to focus its highest
quality lighting in. Many maps normally have ‘in the distance’ objects like buildings or
mountains. This allows UDK to create the highest quality lighting in the playable areas, and
decreases build times by not rendering out high quality lighting on distant objects.
6. Playerstart. Tells UDK where the player will spawn from (excludes the ‘play from
here’function)
The last two are static meshes (your ground and box).
You can click on any of these to bring up the properties.

Dominant Directional light
The dominant directional light controls a variety of things we can use to customize our scene.
In the dominant directional light properties open the ‘Light’ tab, > Light Component and then open
the Light component and Light shaft options.

Here we can change a couple options including the light colour. In this case the light colour is the
colour emulating from the ‘sun’.

We can also make the sun more believable by enabling light shafts. This option may already be
enabled when starting from default UDK scenes.

We can also change the brightness of the light (above the light colour) and the colour of the sun
itself by changing the ‘Bloom tint’ in the light shafts tab. I’ve done a red bloom tint here.

You can change where the ‘sun’ is in the sky by rotating the dominant directional light.

Environment Colour
Next we are going to look at the ‘Environment Colour’ Environment colour controls the colour of
your shadows. To find environment colour, simply go to View>World properties and open the
lightmass tab.
Here I have added some trees and made a point light. I’ve changed the point light to emit red light. I
have also changed the environment colour to a dark blue to emphasis the effect.
We can see the sunlight hitting the ground and the box, the red light hitting the box and trees, and
the shadow colour on the objects as a dark blue. The blending from the red light and dark blue
shadows creates a purple as it transitions.

You can also change the intensity of the environment light.

Adding Lights
You can add lights in UDK by holding the L key and clicking in the viewport. This will add a point light to
your scene, but you can also add spotlights by going to the Actor classes tab (View>browser
windows>actor classes) and opening the ‘Lights’ tab and then ‘Spotlights’. Drag the spotlight into the
scene or select the spotlight and right click in the scene and say ‘Ádd spotlight here’.
These lights work the same way as in Maya. Point lights illuminate an area around the light, and spotlights
illuminate an area in a cone which can be rotated. You will also notice that they have different icons.

To access the light properties of both lights, simply right click on them and go to the properties. There you
can change the intensity, colour, range and other change whether the light casts shadows or not.

Fog
UDK offers a couple of different options for adding fog effects into your scene. You can access all fog
options by going to the ‘Actor classes’ tab and finding the fog list.
The first one already in the scene is a Exponential height fog. This fog is slightly more expensive than
regular height fog but is still the preferred choice for most people. Exponential height fog relies on the
position of the dominant direction light, Ie: where the sun is to render out two different coloured fogs
which blend in the middle. One colour, the ‘Light Incattering Colour’ comes from the direction of the sun,
the other colour ‘Opposite Light Colour’ comes from the opposite direction,
In this picture I have bumped to the start distance to 1024, changed the falloff to 2.0. The sun is above us
in the sky. You can see that the darker blue ‘Opposite Light colour’ is closest to the ground while the lighter
blue is coming from the direction of the sun.

Now I have changed the sun position to come in on more on an angle (the sun is closer to the horizon line)
I have also changed the Inscattering colour to a yellow

You can play with the settings as much as you want to experiment but here are some basics
Fog density = How thick the fog is. Generally settings higher than 0.01 start to look unrealistic.
Fog Height Falloff = Controls how much the fog density increases the lower to the ground you are.
Fog opacity = Controls if the fog becomes completely opaque at max distance.
Start Distance = The distance from the camera that the fog will start at. Generally between 1024 and 2048
is decent but experiment to your liking
Fog not displaying? You may have hit the F key which toggles fog. You can simply hit F again or you can
reactivate fog in the viewport by going to the viewport options (little down arrow in the top left of the
viewport) and go to Show>Advanced>Fog.

There is also regular Heightfog which works in a similar way without the extra colour. Try experimenting

Adding Light volumes
A light volume tells UDK where to focus its highest quality lighting. These are often created in levels with
buildings, mountains or other objects far away in the distance which are not playable areas, simply
backgrounds. Adding a light volume on larger levels that just encompass the playable areas will reduce
build times and increase performance.
To add a ‘LightmassImportanceVolume’ simply scale your red builder brush to the correct size and right
click on the second icon under ‘Volumes’ on the left hand menu and chose the
‘LightmassImportanceVolume’. This will create a yellow box where the builder brush was which indicates
the area the volume encompasses. Default scenes already have one.

Common Problems
No Lightmap
Here I have imported 2 copies of my wall into UDK. One set has a second uvset for a UDK lightmap
and the other does not. You can see how one receives no lighting information and the others do.
You will also receive an error window after the build saying a static mesh has ‘Invalid
LightmapCoordinateIndex’ Simply select the error and use the ‘go to’ button in the window to find
the mesh causing the problem.

Bad Lightmap
Somehow I managed to do this to my lightmap at one stage. It got all jumbled and caused bad
lighting errors. Double check your lightmaps if you are getting errors. Be aware that using ‘Automatic
unwrap’ creates a new Uvset regardless of if you’ve made one or not. If you make one and then
automatic unwrap, you will create a 3rd Uvset, and since UDK automatically chooses your second
uvset, you may have the wrong one being loaded.

No or wrong Triangulation
When you export your model from Maya as an .FBX you should have the ‘triangulate’ option ticked.
This ensures that the mesh is already triangulation when it is brought into UDK. If this isn’t done you
may get weird shadows, or barely any light detail.

Sometimes, even when exported with the triangulation option ticked, the mesh may get triangulated
in a way that produces bad shading and light errors. You can fix these by changing the triangulation
on those problem faces until you get the correct result.

Low Lightmap resolution
UDK automatically sets your newly imported object’s lightmap resolution to 32, which is fairly small.
If you are still having problems with your lighting, bump this up (in powers of 2) until things start to
look better. You can access this by double clicking on your static mesh object and changing the ‘Light
map Resolution’ value.

